INTRODUCTION
For a very long time, physicists have considered the propagation of finite amplitude waves in various continuous medium. This interest can be traced back to the early days of physical acoustic studies of elasticity because a careful description of elastic deformations necessarily introduces nonlinear equations] The first analytical results were generated in the early thirties. 2'3 The field was stimulated again in the sixties when opticians started using coherent and powerful laser beams. The optical phenomena was complicated, or simplified, depending on the point of view, by dispersion effects .4
The propagation of a finite amplitude wave in a nonlinear media can be characterized by two related effects: (1) a distortion of the incident wave which, in its ultimate state, transforms into a sawtooth profile with varying amplitude and (2) the generation of higher harmonics of increasing order. In the low-power regime, the amplitude of the nth harmonic grows like P~, where P1 is the power flowing into the fundamental frequency. Under these conditions, the amplitude of the fundamental wave is almost not affected (or attenuated) by the nonlinear effects. In the high-power regime, on the contrary, the conversion to higher frequencies is so efficient thai saturation of all the waves takes place, whereby all of them approach a limited amplitude when measured at a given distance from the source. Any further increase of PI flows into higher and higher harmonics, leaving the first ones unaffected.
For the physicist preparing a low-temperature acoustic experiment in liquid 3He or 4He, the first impression comes from the fact that although helium may have the reputation of being very "anharmonic," few systematic studies of the acoustic nonlinear effects have been reported. 5'6 Many authors have mentioned the existence of acoustic nonlinearities that they usually avoid by working far away from the "saturation" regime. However, there are a few workers who have reported the details of their work so one may verify the experiments and measure what is claimed] Faced with the open question of where the linear and nonlinear regimes might exist in our acoustic cell, we decided to start the study of our system by carefully exploring the production of higher harmonics of our fundamental frequency, which was around 83 MHz. Although the cell was designed for a completely different purpose, it was suited conveniently for anharmonic studies in liquid 3He and 4He at various temperatures.
Before starting, we would like to mention an elegant paper that adopts the inverse point of view) Using the influence of dispersion of acoustic waves on the effective production of second harmonics, Rugar and Foster s were able to measure the anomalous dispersion of sound modes in superfluid 4He. This effect has been a long debated subject that was first raised by ordinary sound-absorption experiments at various pressures and that was later hard to clarify by neutron scattering) Whereas Rugar and Foster necessarily worked in the nonsaturated regime and considered anharmonicities as a fact, we will be concerned mainly with the opposite limit and will focus on the nonlinearities themselves.
The paper is divided into several parts. First, we present the nonlinear equations governing sound propagation in liquids with a focus on the solutions suited for our studies. Second, we provide a detailed description of the properties and efficiencies of our acoustic cell. Next, the experimental results are presented. Finally, we discuss the important results before concluding.
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS OF PROPAGATION
Although the propagation of finite-acoustic waves in a liquid is frequently presented, we will find it useful to recall the initial equations that manifest the difficulties. In addition, we will find it useful to recall the
